The Burren Pine Project
Terms and conditions of our offer

Burrenbeo can give the following assurances regarding the Burren Pine Project
1. All trees will be fully certified and traceable to its parent Pinus sylvestris stand in the Burren,
the seeds from which were gathered and grown by an authorised individual.
2. We will provide a certificate to confirm the purchase of the tree(s) and its unique identifier
which will be linked to a database of trees containing planting date, location, maintenance
work etc.
3. We will ask a third-party to confirm that all trees paid for are planted as agreed in these
T&Cs and to confirm that no ‘double’ payments occur.
4. As trees will be on private land there is no automatic right of access: however, we will
provide annual updates (including images) of your tree(s). Visits to some Burren Pine Project
sites may be possible once per year through annual events relating to the planted trees.
5. All payments (less cost of tree purchase, fencing etc) will go directly to support the
community and conservation work of the Burrenbeo Trust.
6. All investors will have the opportunity if they so wish to have their (company) names
acknowledged in some of the Burrenbeo Trust’s digital outlets.
7. All trees will be planted at a 3x3m spacing in order to avoid the need for future thinning.
Native ‘companion species’ will be planted at a 1.5x1.5m spacing and each site will be
fenced from wildlife.
8. Trees will be planted on species-poor habitat only (e.g. improved grassland) on land donated
by Burren landowners who have signed an agreement to this end.
9. Trees will be maintained annually by volunteers without the use of chemicals.
10. Damaged or failed trees will be replaced free of charge for the first ten years of their life.

